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Increasingly, the neural mechanisms that support visual

cognition are being conceptualized as a distributed but

integrated system, as opposed to a set of individual,

specialized regions that each subserve a particular visual

behavior. Consequently, there is an emerging emphasis

on characterizing the functional, structural, and compu-

tational properties of these broad networks. We present a

novel theoretical perspective, which elucidates the devel-

opmental emergence, computational properties, and vul-

nerabilities of integrated circuits using face and word

recognition as model domains. Additionally, we suggest

that, rather than being disparate and independent, these

neural circuits are overlapping and subject to the same

computational constraints. Specifically, we argue that

both word and face recognition rely on fine-grained visual

representations but, by virtue of pressure to couple visual

and language areas and to keep connection length short,

the left hemisphere becomes more finely tuned for word

recognition and, consequently, the right hemisphere

becomes more finely tuned for face recognition. Thus,

both hemispheres ultimately participate in both forms of

visual recognition, but their respective contributions are

asymmetrically weighted.

What mechanisms support visual cognition?

In recent years, theorizing within cognitive neuroscience

has increasingly moved away from a search for common,

domain-general principles toward a view in which the

brain mechanisms that support cognition are organized

into discrete modules dedicated to specific, narrowly-de-

fined functions. A clear case in point concerns visual rec-

ognition of faces and words, where neuroimaging

observations of selective activation for faces in the fusiform

face area (FFA; see Glossary) and for words in the visual

word form area (VWFA) dovetail with classic neuropsycho-

logical findings of apparently selective deficits in face

recognition (prosopagnosia) and in word recognition (pure

alexia) following damage to these respective areas. In this

opinion article, we examine and elaborate an alternative

perspective – that cognitive behavior is supported not by

dedicated modules, but by a highly distributed and inter-

active cortical network, whose organization is strongly

shaped and modified by experience. On this view, the

functional specialization of brain regions is graded, rather

than absolute, and reflects the consequences of a set of

general principles and constraints on neural computation

that operate throughout cortex. In support of this view, we

review evidence from behavioral and imaging studies of

normal and brain-damaged individuals, from developmen-

tal investigations of face and word acquisition, and from

detailed computational modeling. This evidence supports

three specific principles as they apply to face and word

processing: i) distributed representation and knowledge;

ii) representational cooperation and competition; and iii)

topography, proximity, and hemispheric organization. The

integrated application of these principles reveals the com-

monalities in cortical organization and behavior in these two

seemingly unrelated domains and accounts for a wide range

of empirical findings, including the partial co-mingling of

face and word processing, the association between the ac-

quisition of word and face recognition skills over the course

of development, and their related neural mechanisms.

Visual word and face recognition: underlying neural

mechanisms

Several different theoretical perspectives have been of-

fered to explain the manner by which biological structures,

such as the ventral visual cortex, come to be functionally

optimized in the service of visual pattern recognition. The
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Glossary

Developmental dyslexia: refers to a learning disability that impairs a person’s

fluency or comprehension accuracy in being able to learn to read. The disorder

is usually not attributable to a frank brain lesion and is evident even when the

individual has had ample opportunity and instruction to acquire reading.

Diffusion tensor imaging: a magnetic resonance imaging-based technique that

allows the mapping of the diffusion process of molecules, mainly water, in

biological tissues (primarily white matter for the current purposes) in vivo and

non-invasively.

Fusiform face area (FFA): a region of the inferior ventral cortex that shows

substantial selectivity for faces compared with other visual classes.

Prosopagnosia: (Greek: ‘prosopon’ = ‘face’, ‘agnosia’ = ‘not knowing’) a dis-

order of face perception, in which the ability to recognize and perhaps even

discriminate between faces is impaired, but sensory vision and intellectual

function remain unaffected. Prosopagnosia can be acquired through brain

damage or can be lifelong (presumably congenital) in nature and evident even

in the absence of a frank lesion.

Pure alexia: a neuropsychological disorder in which a lesion to the left

occipitotemporal cortex (usually in the vicinity of the VWFA) results in

laborious sequential decoding of letters in a string, resulting in slow letter-

by-letter reading.

Univariate versus multivariate analyses: in univariate approaches to the

analysis of functional imaging data, each voxel is treated independently and,

typically, within that voxel, the BOLD signal derived from one condition is

compared with that derived from a second condition. Multivariate techniques

(for example, multi-voxel pattern analysis or MVPA) take into account the

activity of a larger number of voxels and can therefore have higher

informational value and sensitivity than the univariate approach.

Visual word form area (VWFA): a region of the inferior ventral cortex that

shows substantial selectivity for words compared with other visual classes.1364-6613/$ – see front matter
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first perspective proposes that there are distinct cortical

modules or regions, which mediate behavioral processes,

such as face, word, or object recognition, in a domain-

specific manner [1,2] and are perhaps even genetically

determined [3,4]. Consistent with this approach are the

findings that different areas in ventral visual cortex re-

spond selectively to particular categories of visual stimuli:

for example, as evident from many functional MRI (fMRI)

studies and as depicted in Figure 1, the FFA is selectively

activated in response to faces [5,6], the parahippocampal

place area (PPA) to scenes [7,8], the extrastriate body area

(EBA) and fusiform body area to human bodies and body

parts [9,10], the lateral occipital complex (LOC) to objects,

and the VWFA to words [11–13]. Indeed, in each of these

regions, the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) re-

sponse for the preferred visual category is approximately

twice as strong as that for the non-preferred category.

Moreover, these domain-selective responses are evident

in most individuals and these patterns of selectivity are

observed across many different studies conducted by many

different investigators using many different paradigms.

Finally, neuropsychological investigations have provided

support for this apparent specificity of neural and behav-

ioral function: a selective lesion to the right fusiform gyrus

in the vicinity of the FFA or to the left occipitotemporal

region in the vicinity of the VWFA results in a severe

impairment in face (‘prosopagnosia’) or word (‘pure alexia’)

recognition, respectively [14].

A second perspective (the ‘one-to-many’ view) acknowl-

edges the apparent selectivity of circumscribed neural

areas for mediating certain visual classes, but argues that

this selectivity need not implicate modules that are do-

main-specific per se. On this account, there exists a one-to-

many arrangement, with a single region representing

multiple object types, albeit perhaps with differing levels

of specificity. Indeed, many recent investigations attest to

the multiplexing of ventral cortical regions. For example,

the so-called VWFA is not only highly responsive to ortho-

graphic forms, but also to objects [15], Braille reading, and

even auditory soundscapes [16]. Moreover, the so-called

FFA is highly responsive to multiple stimuli including

Greebles, objects, scenes, musical notation, cars, and birds

[17–19], especially as experience and the pressure for

precise exemplar discrimination is increased [20].

Neuropsychological evidence is also relevant here, in

that individuals with selective lesions, when examined

closely, appear to be impaired not only in the expected

domain (for example, faces after a lesion to right FFA or

words after a lesion to left VWFA), but in the recognition of

other stimuli, too. Thus, individuals with prosopagnosia

are not only impaired at face recognition, but are also

impaired at recognizing other visually similar items as

well, such as Greebles [21] and words [22], although the

impairment is not as severe as it is for face recognition. In a

similar fashion, individuals with pure alexia after lesions

to the VWFA region are not only impaired at word recog-

nition, but also at recognizing numbers [23], objects (espe-

cially as visual complexity increases [24]) and even faces

[22], although, again, the impairment for these other clas-

ses is not as severe as the dyslexia itself.

A third perspective, which we will call the ‘many-to-

many’ view and which is the focus of this opinion piece, is

that there exists a many-to-many arrangement between

the brain and behavior. This view incorporates both the

domain-specific and the one-to-many perspectives, but

goes beyond both of them. This account recognizes that

there are individual regions that are optimized for a par-

ticular type of representation and also acknowledges that

these regions generally represent more than one stimulus

type. The additional assumption here is that many regions

are necessarily engaged in the representation of multiple

visual stimulus classes. Thus, this multiplicity of regions

forms distributed but integrated large-scale circuits. Crit-

ically, this perspective implies that a single region alone

does not suffice for normal behavior and that these extend-

ed, multi-regional neural circuits are necessary to ensure

accurate and rapid visual recognition [25,26]. In other

words, functional specialization is not simply an intrinsic

property of individual regions that compute specific repre-

sentations and/or computations in isolation, but, rather, is

an emergent property of the interactions between a set of

spatially distributed nodes and their functional and struc-

tural connections (see also [27]).

To illustrate this many-to-many perspective, we first

consider the domains of faces and words. These two stim-

ulus classes are especially apt candidates, because domain-

specific neural correlates for face recognition and for word

recognition have been repeatedly proposed. Moreover,

these two classes are, intuitively, diametrically opposed,

differing obviously in their overt geometry and image

statistics. Additionally, faces and words diverge substan-

tially in their acquisition: face recognition develops inci-

dentally, whereas, for most individuals, word recognition is

acquired through specific instruction in a more formal

schooling environment. Finally, the evolutionary status
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Figure 1. Ventral stream category-specific topography depicting domain-specific

regions on a single representative inflated brain. As there is no single experiment

that has examined the cortical activation associated with all these visual classes,

this figure is a composite of the results of many different experiments and is

partially a cartoon of the domain-specific activation of ventral cortex.
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of words and faces is fundamentally different: reading is a

relatively recent invention, introduced approximately

5,400 years ago [28] and, until roughly 150 years ago, its

use was limited to a minority of the human population

before basic education for the mass population was intro-

duced (at least in the Western ‘developed’ nations). This

relatively brief cultural time course is obviously not the

case for face recognition. Taken together, these factors

would seem to lead to different, specialized face and word

modules – yet, as we review below, this is apparently not

the case.

A distributed circuit mediates face recognition

Functional anatomy and connectivity

As noted above, much of the emphasis in the field of face

recognition has been on the FFA as the pre-eminent neural

correlate of face recognition. The particular focus on this

cortical area might be a product of the widely-used meth-

odological approach in which, using univariate analyses to

contrast activation in response to two stimulus types (e.g.,

faces versus houses), a threshold is established for differ-

entiating the activation between the two visual classes.

Additionally, methodological simplifications including spa-

tial smoothing, lower-resolution fMRI and fMRI artifacts

might contribute to the derivation of a single circumscribed

region that shows selectivity, whereas more nuanced

approaches, including multivariate approaches and elec-

trocorticography in humans [29], uncover a more complex

picture [20,30,31].

There is, then, a growing consensus that, in addition to

the FFA [32], multiple cortical regions evince face-

selectivity [33–35], including the occipital face area (OFA),

the lateral occipital sulcus (LOS) [36,37], and the posterior

superior temporal sulcus [38,39]. In addition to this ‘core’

network, faces selectively activate extended regions, such as

the anterior temporal lobe [40–42] (see also [43,44]), the

amygdala [35], and even regions of inferior frontal and

orbitofrontal cortex [34,45,46] (Figure 2). Consistent with

the multiplicity of face-selective regions in humans, recent

fMRI studies with non-human primates have also uncovered

multiple, disparate face-selective temporal and frontal

patches, many of which are functionally co-activated

and exhibit correlated activity [47,48]. This substantial

commonality in the organization of these face-selective

patches in humans and non-human primates indicates

wide-scale homology in cortical topographies [41,49].

In particular, the application of novel analytic techniques

to functional imaging data has been of help in uncovering

the relative contributions of the multiple face-selective

regions. For example, in one recent study designed to inves-

tigate the neural code of facial identity perception [42],

dynamic multivariate mapping employing information-

based brain mapping and dynamic discrimination analysis

was used to locate spatiotemporal patterns that support face

classification at the individual level (for example, using a

searchlight and a multivariate classifier to uncover those

neural regions that demonstrate above chance discrimina-

tion of the identity of faces of specific individuals, indepen-

dent of variation in emotional expression). These analyses

revealed a network of bilateral fusiform and anterior tem-

poral areas that carry information about facial identity.

Moreover, diagnostic information about the individual facial

identities was distributed evenly among the regions of the

mapped network. Pairwise correlations between the regions

and mutual information analyses revealed that, perhaps

unsurprisingly, an anterior region of the right fusiform

gyrus plays a central (hub-like) role within the information

network that mediates face individuation, but that the other

regions play key roles, too.

Consistent with the many-to-many account, a single

activated region is unlikely to suffice for normal face

recognition. It is the case that a lesion to a node of the

core network gives rise to prosopagnosia: patients with

lesions to the vicinity of the FFA evince prosopagnosia and

this is also true after a lesion to the OFA [50] or anterior

temporal lobe [51–53]. Evidence for the need for an inte-

grated face circuit comes from the study of prosopagnosic

individuals in whom the key nodes of the face network
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Figure 2. Activation maps, obtained by the contrast all faces > buildings (red to

yellow colors), as overlaid on a group-averaged folded cortical mesh. The map is

shown in a lateral view (top row) and a ventral view (bottom row). Note the large

number of face-selective patches in the core face network, which includes bilateral

OFA, LOS, FFA, and pSTS, as well as in the extended network, which includes the

anterior temporal cortex (Ant. temp) in the right hemisphere and some patches in

frontal cortex. Note that in this projection it is not possible to see all the regions in

the distributed face network (for example, the amygdala). Also shown is the

building-selective activation obtained from the contrast buildings > all faces (blue

to green colors) in the PPA and TOS. Adapted, with permission, from [59].
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function normally, but the connectivity between these

nodes and other more remote parts of the face network

is compromised. These individuals, who have normal cog-

nition and normal vision, suffer from ‘congenital prosopag-

nosia’ (CP), a lifelong impairment in face recognition. CP

occurs in a small percentage of the population (approxi-

mately 2–2.5%) [54,55] and has a hereditary component

[56,57]. Of particular interest, activation of the posterior or

‘core’ face regions, including FFA, LOF, OFA, and STS, is

apparently normal in CP individuals and this is true in

magnitude and extent of selectivity, adaptation profile,

number of voxels, and site of activation (as determined

by peak of coordinates) [43,58,59] (although, for some

diverging results, see [60–62]). Particularly surprising

and counterintuitive is that this normal pattern of activa-

tion is demonstrated at the very same time that the

individuals perform abnormally on tasks that require

face recognition [58]. Relatedly, in a recent magneto-

encephalography study, the face-selective M170 responses

within the right lateral occipital and right fusiform regions

did not differ in magnitude between individuals with CP

and controls [63]. The normal activation profile in posterior

regions, however, as shown by Avidan and colleagues, was

not accompanied by normal activation in more ‘extended’

regions, leading to the hypothesis that the posterior corti-

cal regions might well be computing normally, but that the

impairment in face recognition might arise from a failure

to propagate the signals to more anterior regions

[43,58,59].

Indeed, evidence for this disconnection hypothesis came

initially from a structural imaging study, which showed,

through anatomical decomposition of the volume of the

temporal lobe, that the anterior temporal region was

smaller in CP individuals than in control participants

[64]. The advent of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) enabled

a clearer characterization of the white matter tracts, which

interconnect the more posterior and core regions with the

more anterior extended system, and has revealed that the

inferior-longitudinal fasciculus (ILF; projects to the ante-

rior temporal lobe) and the inferior fronto-occipital fascic-

ulus (IFOF, which has same posterior trajectory and then

bends past the uncinate fasciculus and projects to the

frontal lobe) were both microstructurally and macrostruc-

turally reduced in CP individuals, relative to control sub-

jects. Moreover, there was a statistically significant

correlation between the reduction of the ILF in the right

hemisphere and the severity of prososopagnosia in the CP

group. No other tracts sampled revealed a difference be-

tween the CP and control group.

As might be expected from a disconnection view, indi-

viduals with CP revealed reduced functional connectivity

between the posterior regions and the anterior temporal

lobe, the terminal point of the ILF. The dissociation within

the network was rather circumscribed, given that the

functional connectivity between the posterior regions

and the amygdala (also part of the extended network)

was normal [59], consistent with the findings that individ-

uals with prosopagnosia can evaluate social characteristics

normally, including judgments of aggression, attractive-

ness, confidence, intelligence, sociability, trustworthiness

[65], and that their recognition of facial expression appears

to be well preserved (although this may not be true in all

cases). This reduction in posterior–anterior temporal lobe

connectivity was not only evident under task-related con-

ditions, but also under resting state conditions, consistent

with the notion that regions of networks established in the

service of a particular function are correlated even when

not under task demand [59].

Compatible with the hypothesis that a widespread cir-

cuit is required for face recognition, a reduction in macro-

and microstructural integrity of the ILF and IFOF ventral

tracts, associated with an increase in aging (which pre-

sumably results from a reduction of myelin), leads to a

reduction in competence in face recognition [66] (see also

[67,68]). Finally, disproportionately large age-related

changes in the volume, fractional anisotropy (FA), and

mean and radial, but not axial, diffusivities of the ILF,

which reflect increasing myelination, have been observed

in individuals aged 6–23 years [69]. Of interest, these

structural changes are tightly and specifically linked with

the increasing size of the FFA. Taken together, the solidi-

fying of the white matter tracts over the course of develop-

ment, their reduction with aging, and their compromise in

CP, all point to a potential mechanism in which the com-

plex face circuit is structurally instantiated and, over the

course of experience and maturation, becomes organized

and optimized in human cortex or subsequently degener-

ates and is compromised.

Computational properties

Although much remains to be determined regarding the

computational properties of the network, to the extent that

there are temporal signatures of information flow, it is

consistent with the idea of both feedforward and feedback

projections. For example, in intracranial event-related

potential (ERP) recordings performed in the late 1990s,

multiple peaks of face-selective activation were noted in

the lateral temporal cortex of humans, including peaks in

ventral temporal cortex at approximately N170-200, at

P290, and at N700, and at AP350 (these are all ERPs that

reflect a response to a visual stimulus, with N and P

indexing the negative or positive deflection of the

electrophysiological response and the three-digit number

indicating the approximate time post-stimulus onset at

which the deflection peaks; AP350 refers to a positive

deflection at approximately 350 ms), with this last compo-

nent in the vicinity of the anterior temporal cortex. Indeed,

during the course of exploring these electrophysiological

potentials, Puce et al. [70] suggested a forward path of

information flow from posterior potentials to the anterior

temporal cortex, with the last peak indicative of the feed-

back to posterior regions. A similar temporal dynamic has

been observed in single-unit recordings in macaque tem-

poral cortex [71]; more global information – categorizing

stimuli as monkey faces, human faces, or shapes – was

conveyed in the earliest part of the neurophysiological

responses, followed, 51 ms later, by fine information about

identity or expression.

A distributed circuit mediates word recognition

As with face recognition, much progress has been made in

going beyond a circumscribed, modular approach and in
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uncovering the neural circuit that subserves the represen-

tation of orthographic information. For example, there has

been growing recognition that a large swath of posterior-to-

anterior left ventral cortex computes progressively more

complex orthographic representations, from letters

through bigrams to words [72–74]. In addition to this

pathway, it appears that an alternative pathway, from

occipital cortex to left motor and premotor regions, via

activity in a central part of the left superior temporal

gyrus, may also be engaged in the recognition of short,

familiar words and may be disproportionately engaged in

individuals in whom the left ventral VWFA is weak [75].

Although there appear to be several regions, rather than

just one, that support word recognition, the focus of inves-

tigation has been largely restricted to the left hemisphere.

This is somewhat surprising, because close scrutiny of

existing studies reveals bilateral BOLD activation for

words compared with stimuli such as objects (albeit with

greater magnitude in the left hemisphere) (e.g., [76]). More

recent pattern-based analyses and multivariate mapping

of functional magnetic resonance imaging data, similar to

that adopted for identifying the face circuit as noted above,

have, in fact, revealed fairly extensive sensitivity in the

ventral cortex for letter strings and this includes regions in

the right hemisphere, as well [77]. Additionally, in this

same study, multivariate analyses uncovered a number of

cortical areas, including the portions of the right ventral

lobe, that showed above chance discrimination of different

pseudowords, irrespective of differences in font.

Analogous to the connectivity that is observed among

the diverse nodes of the face network, several studies have

mapped out the detailed white matter connectivity be-

tween different regions engaged in word recognition [78]

and recent investigations have focused on correlations

between white matter properties and reading skills in

adults and children [79]. Consistent with the idea that

word recognition involves the synthesis of bottom-up sen-

sory input and top-down predictions that are generated

automatically from prior experience [15], VWFA has been

shown to be linked to the occipital cortex through the ILF

and to perisylvian language areas (supramarginal gyrus)

through the arcuate fasciculus. Moreover, in a patient who

developed pure alexia following a small surgical lesion in

the vicinity of the VWFA, progressive and selective degen-

eration of the ILF ensued, whereas the VWFA remained

anatomically intact [80]. This disconnection is analogous to

the dissociation of posterior from more anterior regions of

ventral cortex in individuals with CP.

Finally, just as in cases of congenital prosopagnosia, a

deficit in white matter circuitry has been proposed to

account for developmental dyslexia [81]. Several investi-

gations using DTI have reported fractional anisotropy

differences between individuals with and without dyslexia

(e.g., [78]), with notable changes in the bundle of perisyl-

vian white matter referred to as the superior longitudinal

fasciculus [82]. Although most of these studies focused

their efforts on the changes in the perisylvian language

network, some studies show that the white matter pertur-

bations extend beyond this network. For example, adults

showed a greater overall anterior-to-posterior orientation

of white matter in control participants compared to those

with dyslexia; and children with dyslexia showed differ-

ences in mean FA values for the IFOF and for the ILF, in

addition to differences in the posterior limb of the internal

capsule [83].

Face and word recognition: overlapping circuits

Thus far, we have described widespread cortical circuits

that are functionally engaged in face or in word recogni-

tion. We have reported similar architectural arrange-

ments, in which multiple, diverse regions are engaged in

differentiating individual faces or individual letter strings.

We also noted that white matter tracts that propagate

signals between these regions are critical for normal per-

ception and that dissociation between regions that are

themselves intact can give rise to disorders in face or word

recognition. Thus far, however, we have considered the

circuits for each of the visual classes to be independent.

Determining whether the neural circuits for face and

word recognition overlap or are independent has been

difficult, because there have been rather few investigations

that have simultaneously explored, within-subjects, the

neural correlates of face and word recognition. As men-

tioned above, one recent study using multi-voxel pattern

analysis (and spatiotemporal searchlight) showed substan-

tial interdigitation of those voxels that are diagnostic for

individual pseudoword and individual face identification

[77]. That abutting and even overlapping voxels perform

above-chance discrimination of both individual face pat-

terns and individual pseudowords indicates that both

stimulus types exploit common neural resources within

the ventral cortical network.

This overlap in activation revealed by this simultaneous

multivariate investigation is compatible with many fMRI

and ERP studies that show bilateral activation for words

and for faces, typically with greater activation for words on

the left and faces on the right side of the brain

[5,11,42,76,84–86], although the multivariate analyses

go beyond this to show that some of the very same voxels

may be dual-tasking. Importantly, the presence of voxels

diagnostic for faces in the left hemisphere and for words in

the right hemisphere is not epiphenomenal: prosopagnosia

has been reported in a right-hander subsequent to a left

hemisphere lesion [87] and pure alexia has been reported

in a right-hander after a unilateral right occipitotemporal

lesion [88]. Moreover, prosopagnosia is generally more

severe following a bilateral than unilateral right lesion.

It is perhaps unsurprising, then, that a lesion to the left

ventral area in the vicinity of the VWFA results not only in

pure alexia, but also in a mild version of prosopagnosia;

and that a lesion to the right ventral area in the vicinity of

the FFA results not only in prosopagnosia, but also in a

mild form of pure alexia [22], given the bilateral represen-

tation, albeit with asymmetric weighting, in the two

hemispheres.

Common principles: face and word recognition

The empirical findings reviewed offer support for a per-

spective in which many brain regions subserve the recog-

nition of faces and many brain regions subserve the

recognition of words. Moreover, there is overlap between

these distributed circuits and there is some overlap or joint
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representation of multiple visual classes in several regions.

Plaut and Behrmann [89] have articulated a theory, sup-

ported by explicit computational simulation, for how such

an organization may result from learning within a neural

architecture that is subject to a set of general principles

and constraints on neural computation. At its core, this

theory espouses interplay between cooperation and com-

petition among representations. The theory assumes that

representations are hierarchically organized, such that the

representation of information at each level cooperates with

(i.e., mutually activates and strengthens) the representa-

tions of consistent information at lower and higher levels

(see Figure 3 for a depiction of such a network). Within a

given level, the representations of different (inconsistent)

information compete with each other, both to become

active and to become stronger through learning (e.g., by

recruiting more neurons to encode them). Critically, rep-

resentational cooperation and competition depend on

available connectivity, which is strongly constrained to

minimize total white-matter volume (by minimizing axon

length). In particular, connectivity within each hemisphere

is highly local and often topographically organized, where-

as interhemispheric connectivity is largely restricted to

homologous areas. As a result, as internal representations

become organized over the course of development, there is

a strong pressure to locate representations spatially close

to the information that they need to cooperate with and to

keep competing representations spatially distant.

To be clear, these principles of representational learning

and organization are not intended to be novel; in fact, we

take them to be largely non-controversial. Moreover, they

are not domain-specific; we assume that they constrain and

influence representations throughout neocortex. Even so,

they have to be instantiated in detail in specific domains in

order to fully understand their consequences.

As applied to faces and words, the theory has interesting

and otherwise unexpected implications concerning the co-

mingling of these two seemingly unrelated domains. Spe-

cifically, because both word and face recognition are highly

overlearned and place extensive demands on high-acuity

vision, they each need to cooperate with (i.e., be connected

to and, hence, be adjacent to) representations of central

visual information. Thus, in both hemispheres, words and

faces compete for representational space in the specific

cortical subarea adjacent to regions of retinotopic cortex

that encode information from central vision [90], notably

the VWFA and the FFA. Orthographic representations are

further constrained to be as close as possible to language-

related (especially phonological) information, which is left-

lateralized in most individuals. As a result, words are co-

localized in the LH and gradually come to rely more

strongly – although not exclusively – on the left ventral

region (VWFA) in order to mediate between early vision

and language, integrating top-down predictions with bot-

tom-up visual inputs [12,15]. Because of the competition

between faces and words, face representations subsequent-

ly become more strongly – although, again, not entirely –

lateralized to the right ventral region (FFA). Thus, the

theory makes specific predictions concerning the co-

mingling of face and word representations within and

across hemispheres, over the course of development, in

the brain organization of mature, neurologically intact

individuals, and in patterns of impaired performance

following brain damage.

Language Seman�csSeman�cs

Le� hemisphere Right hemisphere

Le� fusiform

Central Central

Right fusiform

Peripheral

Peripheral

Image

PeripheralCentral

Central Central

Peripheral

Peripheral

Peripheral

TRENDS in Cognitive Sciences 

Figure 3. The architecture of a model for simulating the hemispheric organization of visual recognition. The model maps each visual field onto the contralateral

hemisphere. The model has two sets of hierarchically organized layers that correspond to the two hemispheres. The two input layers (shown above the ‘image’ layer)

encode visual information from the contralateral visual field in polar coordinates, using a Gaussian blurring function that is very narrow for central visual information, but

increases quickly in moving towards the periphery, reflecting the sharp decrease in visual acuity away from the fovea. Connectivity within the retinotopic processing

hierarchy is highly local, restricted largely to neighboring units within a layer and to small neighborhoods around units that code the same location in adjacent layers and in

the other hemisphere. This retinotopic hierarchy allows the model to develop complex features at the highest level that are useful for object recognition and that can be

derived from input across the entire visual field. The next layers in the model are non-retinotopic, but have a spatial extent that spans from central to peripheral visual

information in each hemisphere. These layers correspond to fusiform cortex, containing the FFA and VWFA. They receive topographically constrained inputs from the

highest retinotopic region, from each other, and from homologous units in the other hemisphere. They are also interconnected with a final set of layers that code the output

of the model, primarily in terms of information about the identity and meaning of stimuli, but also including language-related outputs in the left hemisphere.
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For example, although the system for face processing

may be undergoing refinement with development, the

hypothesis is that the pressure for lateralization is trig-

gered by competition from word representations in the left

hemisphere. This account makes the specific prediction

that lateralization only emerges once word recognition is

acquired and that competition for resources results in the

subsequent shift of face representations into the right

hemisphere (see also Box 1).

A recent empirical study provides support for these

predictions [91]. This study examined the hemispheric

superiority for faces and words in children (aged 7–9

years), young adolescents (aged 11–13 years), and adults

in a half-field discrimination task. Whereas adults showed

the expected left and right visual field superiority for face

and word discrimination, respectively, the young adoles-

cents demonstrated only the right field superiority for

words and no field superiority for faces. Although the

children’s overall accuracy was lower than that of the older

groups, like the young adolescents, they exhibited right

visual field superiority for words, but no visual field supe-

riority for faces. Interestingly, the emergence of face lat-

eralization correlated with reading competence, measured

on an independent standardized test, after partialing out

age, quantitative reasoning scores, and face discrimination

accuracy. Taken together, these findings suggest that the

hemispheric organization of face and word recognition do

not develop independently and that word lateralization,

which emerges earlier, may drive later face lateralization.

A related prediction of the account is that individuals

who have less strongly left-lateralized word representa-

tions should also have less strongly right-lateralized face

representations. Two populations are relevant here and

are the subject of ongoing research. First, many left-hand-

ed individuals have a more bilateral language organiza-

tion, which would be expected to lead to more bilateral

orthographic word representations. Second, non-alphabet-

ic orthographic scripts, such as Chinese, are less closely

tied to phonology and hence have a more bilateral organi-

zation. As a result, we predict that both left-handed indi-

viduals and native readers of Chinese should have less

strongly right-lateralized face processing (as compared to

right-handed English readers) and that this will have an

impact on the organization of face and word processing (for

relevant work, see [92]; Box 2).

The non-independence of the neural substrates for face

and word recognition has been uncovered in other studies,

as well. For example, adults with no formal education in

reading have heightened left hemisphere activation to

faces, compared with literate controls, and formal instruc-

tion in reading subsequently decreases the left fusiform

activation to faces [93]. Similarly, young children show

decreasing responses to faces in the left fusiform (VWFA)

with increasing letter knowledge [94].

Finally, the aforementioned principles have important

implications for interpreting the empirical evidence,

reviewed earlier, for a many-to-many organization of the

neural mechanisms that support the visual recognition of

different classes of stimuli. In particular, evidence of over-

lap in face and word processing, even at the level of

individual voxels [77], might nonetheless be interpreted

as consistent with a one-to-one (or one-to-many) view, in

which faces and words are processed by independent

mechanisms that just happen to be interdigitated within

the same regions of cortex. This view, however, violates the

principle that unrelated information should be repre-

sented as separately as possible to avoid interference. If

the principle is abandoned, the empirically observed

Box 1. Prolonged developmental trajectory for face and

word processing

Given the difference in the ways in which face and word recognition

are acquired, with face representations honed incidentally, but word

processing usually acquired by direct instruction, it is surprising that

both stimulus types evince a similarly protracted developmental

trajectory. Adult levels of identity face-matching performance are

not yet evident in 10-year-olds when the faces differ in the spacing

between the features [95] and face perception continues to show

large improvements in recognition until approximately 12 years of

age, in contrast to recognition of houses. In fact, peak performance

with faces may not be evident until approximately 30 years of age

[96]. Consistent with the slow maturation, selective activation of the

FFA for faces is three times smaller in children than in adults [97]

and emerges gradually through childhood and adolescence [98].

Although some face selectivity may be apparent in the right, but not

left fusiform gyrus as early as 4–5 years of age (faces vs. shoes; [94]),

the laterality pattern is still far from adult-like in 5- to 8-year-olds [99]

and is not stable until early adolescence (12–14 years; [100]).

Selective activation of the VWFA is also not evident in young

children and, as with face recognition, an adult pattern of VWFA

lateralization emerges at or around 10 years of age [101]. This

maturational pattern is also evident in ERP studies that show that

the differential neural response to words emerges roughly after a

year and a half of reading instruction [102] and, although lateraliza-

tion is observed between 7 and 10 years of age, it is still not

apparent to the same degree as in the adult pattern.

As we propose in the text, despite being phylogenetically much

older, the emerging lateralization of face processing in later

childhood arises as a consequence of earlier word lateralization

(which, itself, is driven by left-lateralized language processes).

Evidence favoring this view comes from the empirical findings by

Dundas et al. [91], which show that adults, adolescents, and even

young children with some reading experience show lateralized

superiority for word recognition, but that only adults show

lateralized superiority for faces.

Box 2. Outstanding questions

� Do the neural networks for face and word recognition overlap in

the same way for left-handers (especially those with right-

hemisphere language dominance) as they do for right-handed

individuals?

� Do the neural networks for face and word recognition overlap in

the same way for readers of a non-alphabetic script (where right

hemisphere involvement in decoding a logographic script is

greater) as they do for English readers?

� Do the neural networks for deaf individuals differ from those of

hearing individuals not only for word reading, but for face

recognition, as well?

� Do the neural networks for dyslexic individuals differ from those

of hearing individuals, not only for word reading but also for face

recognition?

� Despite the apparent co-localization of function, it remains

possible that the actual computations engaged for face and word

recognition may differ. Is this so? And, if yes, in what way? What

is the nature of these underlying computations?

� What is the differential contribution of the multiplicity of nodes of

the distributed network? Although they likely contribute some-

what different information (and hence are not redundant), the

nature of the informational contribution remains unknown.
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mixing of face and word processing remains unexplained.

On the other hand, if, as we would espouse, this principle is

embraced, it carries with it an important implication. If

face and word processing were truly independent, but co-

localized simply to be near central visual information, one

would expect clustering of face-only and word-only regions

at a scale much larger than individual voxels (much as left-

and right-eye information gives rise to ocular dominance

columns in primary visual cortex). If, however, face and

word mechanisms are actually mixed within individual

voxels, as the evidence suggests, it implies that processing

within these two domains is not as unrelated as first

thought and that the system has developed some types

of representations and mechanisms that contribute to both

domains.

Concluding remarks

Conventional wisdom holds that faces and words are inde-

pendent domains of high-level vision, subserved by inde-

pendent neural mechanisms located in opposite

hemispheres. Recent research has reformulated this view,

showing that regions that subserve each of these visual

classes are not domain-specific – instead, multiple visual

classes can be represented simultaneously within a cortical

region. Here, we go beyond this and propose that visual

classes of stimuli, such as faces and words, are mediated by

distributed neural networks, in which multiple nodes are

tightly coupled through structural connections. Further-

more, the very same networks may be engaged in both face

and word recognition, albeit with differential weighting for

faces in the right and words in the left hemisphere. Em-

pirical data from functional and structural imaging stud-

ies, as well as from investigations of lesioned individuals,

support this account. Findings that track the emergence of

lateralization of regions that are optimized for face or word

recognition are also consistent with the account.

In the absence of any apparent relationship between

face and word processing (and perhaps the pressure for

segregation, given their overt differences), a natural as-

sumption is that the observed similarities in the emer-

gence of their neural organization and performance are

coincidental and that the two domains are independent.

The apparent co-mingling of face and word mechanisms is

unexpected from a domain-specific perspective, but follows

naturally as a consequence of a many-to-many, interactive,

learning-based account, in which neural processing for

both faces and words is the result of an optimization

procedure that embodies specific computational principles

and constraints.
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Dissociations between faces and words:
comment on Behrmann and Plaut

Tirta Susilo and Bradley Duchaine

Department of Psychological and Brain Sciences, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH 03755, USA

Behrmann and Plaut recently proposed a ‘many-to-many’

model of visual recognition [1]. According to the model,

visual recognition is carried out by a distributed network of

cortical mechanisms that are not specialized for particular

categories, but rather are involved to some extent in

processing many categories. As primary support for the

model, Behrmann and Plaut claim that, whereas face

recognition is predominantly right-lateralized and word

recognition left-lateralized, faces and words are processed

by non-independent, overlapping mechanisms. We fully

agree with the authors (and others) that faces and words

are each processed by a network of cortical regions [2,3].

However, contrary to Behrmann and Plaut, we suggest

that at least some of the mechanisms processing faces and

words are independent, as particularly indicated by the

double dissociation between face and word recognition in

neuropsychological cases.

Behrmann and Plaut’s ‘many-to-many’ model makes a

straightforward prediction, namely, that individuals with

prosopagnosia will always have some deficits in word

recognition, whereas individuals with alexia will always

have some deficits in face recognition [1,4]. Consistent

with this prediction, Behrmann and Plaut cite a recent

group study in which face and word recognition deficits

co-occurred in seven cases [4]. However, they do not

discuss cases that appear inconsistent with this predic-

tion. For example, in a seminal 1991 review of visual

agnosia [5], Farah identified 58 cases in which face and

word recognition dissociated (42 cases of prosopagnosia

without alexia and 16 cases of alexia without prosopag-

nosia).

More cases exhibiting dissociation between face and

word recognition have been reported since Farah’s review

[6–8]. Perhaps the clearest example is the case of CK, who

suffered from severe object agnosia and alexia due to a

closed-head injury that led to a suggestion of bilateral

occipital lobe thinning [6]. CK was tested with multiple

tasks of letter and word processing, including discrimina-

tion of letters from their mirror reversals, matching of

cross-case letters, recognition of single letters, and reading

single words aloud. Consistent with his inability to read,

CK performed at or nearly at chance on all tasks, indicative

of profound alexia [9]. Yet, CK showed no face recognition

deficits, as demonstrated extensively in a later report [10].

The neuropsychological cases that exhibit prosopagno-

sia without word recognition deficits and alexia without

face recognition deficits suggest that face and word recog-

nition rely, at least in part, on independent mechanisms.

These cases constitute a challenge that needs to be

addressed by the ‘many-to-many’ model.
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We welcome the opportunity to clarify our theoretical

position in light of comments by Susilo and Duchaine.

Our central claim is that face and word processing are

carried out by a distributed network of partially specialized

cortical regions, with the degree of specialization varying

across individuals (partly as a function of language later-

alization). Thus, and perhaps not surprisingly, Susilo and

Duchaine are adopting an overly all-or-none perspective

when they mischaracterize our views as implying that

cortical regions are ‘not specialized for particular categories’

or that ‘individuals with prosopagnosia will always have

some deficits in word recognition while individuals with

alexia will always have some deficits in face recognition’

(emphasis added). Rather, on our view, cortical regions are

not dedicated to categories, and patients with severe face or

word impairments will, as a population, tend to be more

moderately impaired in the other domain, as well.

To be clear, Susilo and Duchaine are absolutely correct

to emphasize the importance of considering neuropsycho-

logical dissociations of face and word processing in evalu-

ating our theory. It is worth pointing out that our claims

concern the representations that support visual recogni-

tion of faces and words; we certainly do not claim that there

are no mechanisms of any sort that are relevant to the

processing of words, but not of faces (or vice versa). Thus,

depending on the nature of the testing, performance on

faces and words might dissociate for reasons outside the

scope of our theory.

More generally, however, as theories confront the com-

plexities of individual differences among pre- and post-mor-

bid populations, traditional neuropsychological inference

based on single-case studies does not suffice [1,2] and a

broader consideration of the full distribution of effects caused

by brain damage is needed (see, e.g., [3]). Thus, it is difficult

to interpret Farah’s [4] report of cases of prosopagnosia

without pure alexia and vice versa, not only because such

cases were not always subject to sufficiently and equally

rigorous testing in both domains, but also because we have

little information about the distribution of patients with

comparable brain damage who are impaired at both (most

of whom would not even be reported in the literature).

Specifically regarding patient CK, although he may simply

fall in the tail of the expected distribution, he is also atypical

in the nature of his lesion. Whereas most patients with

higher-level recognition impairments have a lesion to occi-

pitotemporal regions, often including the fusiform gyrus

[5,6], CK has more posterior bilateral occipital thinning with

no frank lesion apparent on MRI.

For all their other flaws, modular theories do have the

virtue that their implications are relatively straightfor-

ward. Distributed theories, by contrast, may require more

subtle reasoning, but, we believe, are closer to the actual

nature of the system.
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